The USC Center for the Study of Immigrant Integration invites you to attend

NEW BOOKS in IMMIGRANT INTEGRATION

featuring SKILLS OF THE UNSKILLED: WORK AND MOBILITY AMONG MEXICAN MIGRANTS

with author, JACKIE HAGAN, Professor Of Sociology at The University Of North Carolina At Chapel Hill

and community respondent LUIS SANDOVAL, Building Skills Partnership

Join us as Jackie Hagan and Luis Sandoval engage USC in a discussion on Skills of the Unskilled. Most labor and migration studies classify migrants with limited formal education or credentials as “unskilled.” Despite the value of their work experiences and the substantial technical and interpersonal skills developed throughout their lives, their contributions are often overlooked and their mobility pathways poorly understood. The speakers will uncover: mobility pathways, transfer of skills across the migratory circuit, reskilling, occupational mobility, job jumping, and entrepreneurship.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 2ND
12:00 - 1:30 PM
Friends of the Library Room 240
Doheny Library, USC

RSVP online today at http://bitly.com/CSIIevents
Email csii@dornsife.usc.edu for more information.
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